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Requirements of the
exhibition
During the exhibition we will:
●

show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled,
balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded

●

collaborate and cooperate with others on our team

●

kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers

●

identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity

●

construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity

●

explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources

●

be academically honest

●

use technology effectively and responsibly

●

carefully plan our research

●

become experts

●

responsibly and independently carry out research

●

reflect on what we’ve learned

●

carry out meaningful action

●

effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our
families, and to the school community

●

celebrate.
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What happens during the exhibition?
Getting ready! We will:
● learn about what the exhibition is
●

learn how we will develop expectations

●

create an essential agreement

●

agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.

Plan! We will:
● identify an issue/opportunity
●

recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity

●

explore our issue/opportunity

●

narrow down our issue/opportunity

●

formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.

Gather! We will:
● brainstorm possible resources
●

identify key vocabulary that will help us search

●

collect data and information by:
– searching for resources
– evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources
– recording which resources we used
– recording what we learned from them.

Organize! We will:
● sort our information
●

write a central idea

●

identify lines of inquiry.

Act! We will:
● reflect on what we have learned
●

brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning

●

choose an action

●

act .share our action
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ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS
EXHIBITION JOURNAL

1.

I will be a Creative Inquirer - I will try to get my answers in new and different ways.

2.
I will be Caring and do all things with Kindness and help my fellow learners along the Exhibition
process
3.

I will maintain virtual learning etiquette
·

I will log onto all classes or sessions at the correct time

·

I will try to maintain a quiet and non-distracting background

·

I will keep my camera on for the duration of the class or session

·

4.

I will keep my microphone muted unless am called upon to speak or am given
permission to question

·

I will never interrupt a teacher, mentor or guest speaker

·

I will use appropriate language at all times

In regard to tasks assigned during my Exhibition process I will remain Principled
·

I will pay close attention as to what is required of me in each task

·

I will submit each task on time

·

I will be honest with my work and cite all credits and provide a complete
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bibliography
5.

In regard to my research work I will remain Principled
·

I will use an appropriate method of research

·

I will use trustable resources

·

I will be honest with my work and cite all credits and provide a complete
bibliography

6. I will maintain a chronological list of all my work and maintain this Exhibition Journal very carefully
as evidence and a record of my entire Exhibition process.
7.

I will remain Open Minded
·

I will not argue with my teammates in group tasks

·

I will work towards the good of the group

·

At the same time I will remain responsible for my own contribution

8.
I will endeavour to remain a Balanced Learner - I will stay positive if I encounter an obstacle or
get frustrated and I will be Committed - finishing what I started.
9.

I will be Independent - thinking and doing things for myself

10.
I will remain Reflective and Appreciative throughout the Exhibition process so as to make this
the best experience possible.
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Responsibilities
Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here
is one example:
We, as students, promise to:
●

●

We, as adults, promise to:

work cooperatively

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

ensure everyone is participating

●

guide students through the entire
research process

●

help students access information and
resources

●

ask questions, suggest resources, help
interpret information and facilitate
interviews, if needed

●

develop and demonstrate the IB
learner profile

●

model the IB learner profile for the
students

●

record all resources we use

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

●

be responsible for knowing and
keeping all due dates

●

co-construct systems with students so
they can stay organized

●

set up extra work time when we need
it

●

check deadlines

●

be responsible for keeping track of
materials and research

●

consider meaningful action in reaction
to the learning we have done

●

approve and support action plan

●

ask for help from our families, our
mentor, and our teachers when we
need it

●

communicate regularly with students,
families, mentors, and other teachers

●

reflect on our action and how well we
completed the research process.

provide feedback to students at every step
along the way and reflect on students’ efforts
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PLAN
Identify an issue/opportunity/passion
What are we interested in learning more about and working to help solve?
I am interested in the issue of “gender equality” which the United Nations has identified as its Sustainable
Development Goal 5.
Women and girls represent half of the world’s population and therefore also half of its potential. But today
gender inequality persists everywhere and stagnates social progress. Inequalities faced by girls can begin right
at birth and follow them all their lives
I believe that my passion for creative writing can be used as a tool to spread awareness and impact about
the issues of gender inequality and this is also something I hope my own writing can achieve.
On the other side of this same coin - creative writing gives a sense of empowerment to the writers
themselves. This made me think that female empowerment is possible through expression in the form of
creative writing which is a product of quality education - something I would like to explore.

Testing your issue/opportunity/passion
Is your issue/opportunity/passion significant, relevant, local, global?
I am sure that the issue of gender equality ‘(UN SDG 5) is significant globally and locally.
About one-third of countries in the developing regions have not achieved gender parity in primary education.
132 million girls worldwide were out of school in 2016. According to the Malala Fund 29 million more secondary
school girls could be out of school following the pandemic.
Gender inequality has been a social issue in India for centuries. That in many parts of India, the birth of a
girl child is not welcomed is a known fact. For every 1000 boys in India, there are only 908 girls. In such a
scenario, it is but obvious that for myriad reasons, many girls across the country are forced to drop out
of school. I believe that our Indian society still hasn’t been awakened to the importance of empowering the
women.
However, Martin Luther King said “If you want to change the world, pick up your pen and write.”Writing can
do so much, it can persuade the masses, inspire the new generation, anger a society, encourage the leaders,
bring together a country and even tear apart a world. In many ways writing holds the power in our global
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society and it is the most essential thing that we have.
Therefore, I also think that my passion for creative writing can draw attention to this issue by impacting
and influencing the readers as well as make the girls and women who are writers themselves feel empowered
in the process.

Remember
What do we think we already know?
Writing has become a bridge between communication and the cultures and people of today’s societies.Writing
is a major component in highlighting slights of humanity, whether it is journalists performing their “watchdog”
duties, or creative authors trying to build a better world for their readers.
Globally, quality education and the opportunities to learn, grow and develop is needed for all boys and girls,
this in itself is a problem in low- and middle-income countries. And then there is the problem within the
problem – the majority of children who do not have access to quality education and higher learning are girls!
Education enables upward socioeconomic mobility and is a key to escaping poverty. Education helps reduce
inequalities and reach gender equality and is crucial to fostering tolerance and more peaceful societies. Women
and girls represent half of the world’s population and therefore also half of its potential. But today gender
inequality persists everywhere and stagnates social progress. Inequalities faced by girls can begin right at
birth and follow them all their lives. About one-third of countries in the developing regions have not achieved
gender parity in primary education. 132 million girls worldwide were out of school in 2016. As the COVID-19
pandemic spread across the globe, the temporary closure of schools has impacted more than 91 per cent of
students worldwide. Nearly 224 million children are out of school worldwide due to school closures linked to
the coronavirus pandemic.
Gender inequality has been a social issue in India for centuries. Patriarchal norms have marked women as
inferior to men. That in many parts of India, the birth of a girl child is not welcomed is a known fact. It is
a known fact too, that discrimination starts from even before the girl child is born and sometimes she is
killed as a foetus. For every 1000 boys in India, there are only 908 girls. In such a scenario, it is obvious
that for myriad reasons, many girls across the country are forced to drop out of school. It is hard to
imagine this state of affairs in the 21st Century when women have proved to be strong leaders in every
field possible. From wrestling to business, the world has been revolutionised by exceptional women leaders in
fields that were until recently completely dominated by men.And this discrimination continues in every aspect.
Be it education, health, protection or
participation, the girl child is always treated unequally. Indian
society still hasn’t been awakened to the importance of empowering the women.
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Explore
What is the form, function, and cause of our issue/opportunity/passion?
My passion of creative writing can be explored in the following manner:
1. It’s Form - the diverse genres of creative writing
2. It’s Function - the significance of creative writing for the writers themselves, especially female
writers whose education has allowed them this form of expression and empowerment
3. It’s Causation -

the influence of writing on readers and society as a whole, particularly

regarding the issue gender parity, including whether my own writing has the ability to make an
impact
4. It’s Change - the evolution of writing over the years, including my own

Narrow
What specific issue/opportunity/Passion do we want to research?
The following is the specific research I would like to conduct with respect to my passion and the issues I
have highlighted:
Types/Genres of Creative Writing
History of Creative Writing
Significance/Importance of Creative Writing - to the writers and readers
Influence of Creative Writing
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Formulate questions
What do we want to know?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are the different types/genres of Creative Writing?
What are the skills needed to be a good Creative Writer?
Which type/ genre appeals to which category of the reading population?
What inspires a writer - the issue of gender inequality?
What is the significance of Creative Writing in the world?
What is the significance of writing to the writers themselves - how do they feel when they
write?
7. Do female writes feel this form of expression empowers them?
8. Do female writers feel that their skill as creative writers is a product of their education?
9. What impact do various writers want to have on their readers?
10. What is the message various Creative Writers want to send through their writing - - would this
include the issue of gender inequality or female empowerment?
11. Is my own writing impactful enough to convey the message of empowerment through education
that I wish it to have?
Additionally:
1. What are the statistics with regard to education among the low income and lower middleincome classes in the City of Mumbai/State?
2. What is the percentage of the population of children of school going age actually enrolled
in schools?
3. Of those going to school, how many children attend on a regular basis?
4. What is the ratio of boys to girls attending regularly?
5. How many children pass out of SSC compared to those enrolled?
6. 6What is the ratio of boys to girls passing out of school?
7. How many children of these income groups have been able to attend online school on a
regular basis? Do they have regular access to a device?

8. How many of these children attending online school are girls?
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Sort questions by key concepts
Form

Function

Causation

What are the styles of writing? - -What is the importance of -How does writing influence
Different writing genres

-Skills needed to write?

writing in the world? Significance people and self? - The influence
of writing

of writing on people and self

-Role of writing in the world?

-Can my writing impact the girls

-Importance of writing for the girl
-Ways writing is used?

child ?

who aren’t allowed to go to
school?
-How will teaching the girls how
to write creatively impact me?

Change
- How has writing evolved over the
years? - Evolution of writing over the
years

- What has writing done to change

Creative
Writing

Connection
- Why are girls allowed to go to
school and think creatively just
like me and my friends?
- How writing is interconnected
to various societies?

history?

Responsibility

Perspective

-How can I teach the girls how to write creatively?

-What does not allow the girls to study?
-How do people feel they write?
-What are the different opinions about the different
forms of writing?
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ORGANIZING THE INQUIRY

Transdisciplinary Theme
How We Express Ourselves

Central Idea
Authors Write for Different Audiences and Purposes

Inquiry Into
Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature,
culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our
creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.
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Lines of Inquiry
1.
2.
3.
4.

Different writing types/genres
Significance of writing
The influence of writing
Evolution of writing over the years
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Organize
Record resources used
● Title/Name : Little Women, Becoming, Fish in a Tree, Diary of Anne Frank and Diary of a Wimpy Kid

● Author/Creator/Owner: Luisa May Allcot, Michelle Obama, Lynda Mulally Hunt, Anne Frank and Jeff Kinney
● Where we found it: These books were all available in my home library and I came across it matching to
my topic
Write the central idea:

Authors write for different audiences and purposes,
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These are called our concepts. They
can only be one word and have to be true throughout time, across culture and across situations.

● Genres of creative writing
● Significance of creative writing
● Influence of creative writing
● Evolution of literature
Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the learning we’ve done in one
sentence.
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor.
Our mentor will initial each box below.
✓

Is it worth knowing?

✓

Does it inspire action?

✓

Is it neutral/value-free?

✓

Does it make sense in different contexts?

✓

Has this been true throughout time?

✓

Is this true in other cultures?

✓

Is this true in other situations?
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Identify lines of inquiry
●

Genres of creative writing

●

Significance of creative writing

●

Influence of creative writing

●

Evolution of literature
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MY TIMELINE

Month

Action

August

Getting to Know the UN Sustainable Development Goals identifying my focus SDG

September

Narrowing down on my Passion and collecting PYP Information
required during the Exhibition Process

October - November

Formulating my Key Conceptual Questions and my PEAs

December - January

Formulating my Theme, Central Idea and Lines of Inquiry
Deciding on my Resources

February - March

Inquiry Cycle - Learning Engagements
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CONCEPTS
Form

Function

What is it like?

How does it work?

Causation

Change

Why is it like it is?

How is it changing?

Connection

Perspective

How is it connected to other things?

What are the different points of view?
Responsibility

What is our responsibility?

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your exhibition inquiry.
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Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry
process.

PERSONAL QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

What are the skills needed to be a good Creative Writer?
Which type/ genre appeals to which category of the reading population?
Do I prefer the past or present literature?
How has my own writing changed from one grade to another?
When did a writer first realise the written word holds power and want to become a writer?
What inspires a writer - the issue of gender inequality?
What is a professional writer’s artistic process?
What does a professional writer define as literary success?
What is the significance of writing to the writers themselves - how do they feel when they write?
Do female writes feel this form of expression empowers them?
Do female writers feel that their skill as creative writers is a product of their education?
Would a writer ever change his view points to appeal to a wider audience?
What impact do various writers want to have on their readers?
What is the message various Creative Writers want to send through their writing - - would this
include the issue of gender inequality or female empowerment?
Is my own writing impactful enough to convey the message of empowerment through education that
I wish it to have?
Will I ever be able to make a living with this skill or will only only ever be a hobby?
What are the professions that employ creative writing?
If my education was not something I could take for granted - either because I lived in the past or
because of being female, poverty, war, prejudice - how would I feel? Would I fight for the right to
learn?
Why were the other sisters in ‘Little Women’ not as interested in learning as Jo? Why were they so
accepting of being told they couldn't go to college?
Did Anne Frank ever miss her school?
Did Anne Frank cry when she lost her precious diary as she was taken away to Nazi Camp?
Will I ever be able to work as hard as Michelle Obama?
Will I be able to use talent, skill and hard work to achieve something good and great later in life? Will
I be able to help and inspire other people when I grow up? I hope so!
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De Bono’s Thinking Hats

Express your understanding on the basis of
De Bono’s Thinking Hats

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?
Education helps reduce inequalities and reach gender equality and is crucial
to fostering tolerance and more peaceful societies. However, about 258
million children and youth were still out of school in 2018 — nearly one
fifth of the global population in that age group. In this same year
statistics show that 5.5 million girls more than boys are out of school.
Women and girls represent half of the world’s population and therefore
also half of its potential. But today gender inequality persists everywhere
and stagnates social progress. Inequalities faced by girls can begin right
at birth and follow them all their lives. Gender equality is not only a
fundamental human right, but a necessary foundation for a peaceful,
prosperous and sustainable world.
About one-third of countries in the developing regions have not achieved
gender parity in primary education. These disadvantages mean girls do not
have opportunities to earn a living and improve their lives.

● 132 million girls worldwide were out of school in 2016.
● Girls are 1.5 times more likely than boys to be excluded from
primary school. That's 15 million girls of primary school age who
will never have the opportunity to learn to read and write in
primary school, compared to about 10 million boys.

● Globally, 9 in 10 girls complete their primary education, but only
3 in 4 complete their lower secondary education. In low-income
countries, less than two thirds of girls complete their primary
education, and only 1 in 3 completes lower secondary school.

● There are 92 literate women for every 100 literate men globally,
and in low-income countries, 77 literate women for every 100
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literate men.

● The literacy rate for adults with disabilities is 3%. For women
with disabilities the literacy rate is even lower, at 1%

● Women represented nearly 2/3 of the world's illiterate in 2014
WHY IS THIS WORTH DOING?
If my hunch is correct and creative writing can be used as a tool to
spread awareness then perhaps I will strike a chord with some of my
readers who will be encouraged to think about this issue, learn about this
issue, write about it themselves, or contribute in some other way.
Perhaps it may reach a student who is encouraged to learn and study so
as empower themselves,
It may strike a chord with one of the writers I may get a chance to
speak with and they may include it in their future writings.
All or even one of these results would be an awesome and fulfilling
outcome.
WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
On the other hand maybe I have overestimated the impact creative writing
can have for global issues as important as gender disparity and gender
inequality.
Perhaps facts and statistics would have more of an impact on readers.
My writing may be too immature or not interesting enough to be
sufficiently persuasive.
I may run into too many obstacles during my inquiry and action process.
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WHAT ARE MY FEELINGS?
I would like to explore the depths of creative writing - it's genres,
significance and evolution but most importantly the impact it can have
on the readers with respect to the issue of the need for gender equality
especially with respect to education and this kind of impact is something
I hope my own writing can have.
WHAT’S A NEW IDEA?
Creative Writing can be defined as original writing that expresses ideas
and thoughts in an imaginative way.With creative writing we're able to
express feelings and emotions and influence our readers and this gives a
sense of empowerment to the writers themselves. I have realised that the
art of writing can be used as a tool to spread awareness and impact
about many issues including the need for quality education for the girl
child.
On the other side of this same coin - This made me think that female
empowerment is possible through expression in the form of creative
writing which is a product of quality education.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE NEXT?
UN SDG 5 aims to eliminate all forms of discrimination and violence
against women in the public and private spheres and to undertake reforms
to give women equal rights to economic resources and access to ownership
of property.
In order for these targets to be met the mentality of our societies
must be changed . I feel more awareness must be raised. This awareness
must be raised within the hearts and minds of the children and young
adults who are not being given the chance at an education, especially the
girls and young women who are being told they cannot go to school simply
because they are girls. Once educated these girls and women will have the
ability to earn their own lives and achieve economic independence.
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Indicators:
White: Knowledge
Red: Feelings
Yellow: Positive
Green: Creative
Black: Negative
Blue:Understanding\Process
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My personal SDG is

I am a girl – I am lucky and privileged to be given the highest quality education in the country – I
have never been sidelined because I am a girl – Because of my education, upbringing and environment
I am able to write intelligently and creatively – I wonder if there is some way I can use my talent
and skill of writing to draw attention to the existing statistics and call for better quality education
for girls in the City of Mumbai/State? – Perhaps there are other girls who will fight to go to school
because they too have an interest in writing?
Whilst exploring the United nations Sustainable Development Goals, what made the most impact
on me was reading about:
SDG 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
THEREFORE MY PERSONAL SDG IS:

TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT GENDER INEQUALITY THROUGH MY WRITING, TO ENCOURAGE
OTHER GIRLS TO STUDY AND WRITE CREATIVELY AS A MEANS OF EXPRESSION AND
EMPOWERMENT.
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My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)
• express

• inform

• persuade

• entertain

• instruct

• any other

Function

Express

Explanation
Through my own writing I am able to express how I
am feeling at that moment about any particular
issue, cause, person, circumstance - words are my
tools and can help spread female awareness,
empowerment and positivity.
I am learning what inspires writers older than myself
and how they creatively bring out their own
viewpoints and feelings through the characters or
circumstances or objects they write about

Entertain

Then there are times when writing a short story, an
essay, a letter or a poem should be purely to make
my friends and family smile or laugh - that is such
an awesome feeling!
I've been told that sometimes a writer sacrifices his
or her personal opinions in order to make a storyline
more identifiable and entertaining and simply appeal
to a broader base of reader or audience and this too
is fine.
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Persuade

I can use my writing to make a point and bring
others around to seeing my point of view. As I am
only 10 the things I've had to be persuasive about
have been only to do with myself.
Professional or amateur grown up writers can tell
their readers how they feel issues should be dealt
with - or not dealt with - in their stories. If this is
done in a really clever way with lots of supporting
arguments worked into the story there is a good
chance that their readers or audience will be
persuaded to look at the issue or act in the future
in a certain way.
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Considering your issue/opportunity

Is your issue/opportunity significant?
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world?

I am sure that the issue of gender equality ‘(UN SDG 5) is significant globally and locally.
Women and girls represent half of the world’s population and therefore also half of its potential. But today
gender inequality persists everywhere and stagnates social progress. Inequalities faced by girls can begin right
at birth and follow them all their lives
About one-third of countries in the developing regions have not achieved gender parity in primary education.
132 million girls worldwide were out of school in 2016. According to the Malala Fund 29 million more secondary
school girls could be out of school following the pandemic.
Gender inequality has been a social issue in India for centuries. That in many parts of India, the birth of a
girl child is not welcomed is a known fact. For every 1000 boys in India, there are only 908 girls. In such a
scenario, it is but obvious that for myriad reasons, many girls across the country are forced to drop out
of school. I believe that our Indian society still hasn’t been awakened to the importance of empowering the
women.
However, Martin Luther King said “If you want to change the world, pick up your pen and write.”Writing can
do so much, it can persuade the masses, inspire the new generation, anger a society, encourage the leaders,
bring together a country and even tear apart a world. In many ways writing holds the power in our global
society and it is the most essential thing that we have.
Therefore, I also think that my passion for creative writing can draw attention to this issue by impacting
and influencing the readers as well as make the girls and women who are writers themselves feel empowered
in the process.

Is your issue/opportunity relevant?
How is the issue/opportunity connected to your life?

I am a girl. I am lucky and privileged to be given the highest quality education in the country.I I have never
been sidelined because I am a girl, Because of my education, upbringing and environment I am able to write
intelligently and creatively.
I have been surrounded my whole life by strong educated outspoken women who have earned their own livings
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and contributed financially to their homes and families as well as to society as a whole. I am proud to say
that my Great Grandmother and her 4 sisters , my Great Grand Aunts were all teachers. Both my
Grandmothers were teachers -my maternal Grandmother continues to teach the English Language to
underprivileged children here in Mumbai. My Mother and Aunt are Lawyers. With this kind of family background
it is alien for me to think that some girls are told they cannot go to school for the only reason that they
are girls!!!
I know that as I grow I will not be dissuaded from the highest education I can achieve and the best
professional path in life. In fact I will be actively encouraged to focus on this. It makes me sad to think
that this kind of a chance is not given to every child.
Also I am able to express myself through my writing - I can pour my emotions into a poem or an essay or
my journal and this is empowering to me!
Is your issue/opportunity local?
How are people around here affected by your issue/opportunity?

Gender inequality has been a social issue in India for centuries.
Patriarchal norms have marked women as inferior to men. That in many parts of India, the birth of a girl
child is not welcomed is a known fact. It is a known fact too, that discrimination starts from even before
the girl child is born and sometimes she is killed as a foetus. For every 1000 boys in India, there are only
908 girls.
In upper and middle class society even, girls are told that to be good wives and mothers is more important
than to earn a living for themselves regardless of years spent in school and higher education - to be able
to do both, the concept of female empowerment is still not accepted widely.Or sometimes it is only particular
fields that are considered suitable! Amongst the poor, many girls across the country are forced to drop out
of school - when there are financial constraints, money would rather be spent on sending the boys to school
so that they can support the family eventually - that girls can also do that is still a strange idea.
It is hard to imagine this state of affairs in the 21st Century when women have proved to be strong
leaders in every field possible. From science to business, from the arts, sports and entertainment to the
highest echelons of politics the world has been revolutionised by exceptional women leaders in fields that
were until recently completely dominated by men. This idea is catching on in India - yes - but at too slow
a rate and with too many obstacles to women and girls. Indian society still hasn’t been awakened to the
importance of empowering the women.
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Is your issue/opportunity global?
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the
issue/opportunity?

About one-third of countries in the developing regions have not achieved gender parity in primary
education. These disadvantages mean they do not have opportunities to earn a living and improve
their lives. Please have a look at these statistics:

● 132 million girls worldwide were out of school in 2016.
● 129.2 million girls worldwide are out of school (2018). This includes 32.3 million girls of

primary school age, 29.9 million girls of lower secondary school age, and 67 million girls of
upper

secondary

school

age.

Source: UIS Fact Sheet 56, p.2, September 2019

● Girls are 1.5 times more likely than boys to be excluded from primary school. That's 15
million girls of primary school age who will never have the opportunity to learn to read and
write in primary school, compared to about 10 million boys.

● Globally, 9 in 10 girls complete their primary education, but only 3 in 4 complete their lower
secondary education. In low-income countries, less than two thirds of girls complete their
primary education, and only 1 in 3 completes lower secondary school.
TO MAKE THE ISSUE WORSE ACROSS THE GLOBE:
As the COVID-19 pandemic spread across the globe, the temporary closure of schools has impacted
more than 91 per cent of students worldwide.
●

Nearly 224 million children are out of school worldwide due to school closures linked
to the coronavirus pandemic.As of January 14, 2021, nearly 214 million children

are out of school worldwide due to nationwide school closures linked to the
coronavirus pandemic.
● As of January 14, 2021, 126million students from pre-primary through secondary
are out of school due to nationwide school closures in lower-income countries.
● 79 million students from pre-primary through secondary are out of school due to
nationwide school closures in developing countries.
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● Two thirds of the world’s school-age children – or 1.3 billion children aged 3 to 17

years old – do not have internet connection in their homes in these developing
countries
● If school closures last for three months, it was estimated the effect on participation
might be zero and the effect on learning no more than that of an end-of-year
break. If school closures extend over a full school year, their effects might resemble
those of humanitarian crises.
● An estimated 42 to 66 million children could fall into extreme poverty as a result
of the crisis, adding to the estimated 386 million children already in extreme poverty
in 2019.
WITH THESE KIND OF STATISTICS HOW ARE SO MANY GIRLS GOING TO BE ABLE TO EARN THEIR
OWN LIVING AND BECOME FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT AND SECURE AND MOST OF ALL HOW
WILL ALL OF THESE MILLIONS OF GIRLS FEEL STRONG, GOOD ABOUT THEMSELVES AND
EMPOWERED!!! AND THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC HAS ONLY CREATED ONE MORE OBSTACLE FOR
THEM!!
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Gather
Brainstorm possible resources
Where can I go to answer my questions?

To get answers to my questions I will use the following resources:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

can
can
can
can
can
can
can
can

research on the Internet
read what my favourite authors have said in interviews
conduct surveys amongst my family and friends
interview various types of Creative Writers
meet with English Language teachers and students
meet with the management of various NGO run schools
watch videos made by creative writers of different sorts or by those in the publishing world
read different type/genre of books

Identify key vocabulary
What words do I need to search with to find the right information?
Using the correct words in my search engine will make my searches quick and efficient:
Creative writing - genres, types, categories, diversity, importance, significance, impact, influence, social, ethical,
local, global
UN Sustainable Development Goals - targets, plan, India
Gender inequality, gender disparity, prejudice, racism, poverty line
Literature - history, evolution, past, present, compare, contrast
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Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used
Which people, print,
information? Specify.

and

digital

sources

can

give

useful

The people I would like to engage during my Inquiry process would be Authors, Playwrights, Poets,
Screenwriters, Scriptwriters, Bloggers, English Language Teachers, (Girl) Students
Age appropriate books from different genres of writing that will help with my understanding during the
Inquiry process - I would like to read an Autobiography/Biography, A Journal/Diary, A Historical Novel and
Modern Novel
Sites that will help me during my Inquiry process:
https://www.un.org/en
https://sdgs.un.org
https://www.globalgoals.org
https://sdg4education2030.org
https://www.unicef.org
https://theeditorsblog.net
https://www.lifehack.org
https://www.youtube.com
https://www.ted.com/talks
https://www.youtube.com
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Record data
Questions I have asked?
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What am I learning?

● I am learning about the types/genres of creative writing
and the preference of the reading population with regard
to types/genre of books.
● I am learning the significance of creative writing and the
importance of writing to the writers themselves.
● I am learning about what inspires a writer
● I am also learning about the influence and impact of
writing on the readers.
● I am learning about how literature has evolved through the
ages

What is important here?

I may especially learn if female writers use writing as a form of
expression and feel empowered when they do.
I may especially learn what impact writers want to have on their
readers and what message they want to send out, if at all
I am also realising my own reading preferences
I am shocked to see how my own writing has evolved as Ive grown

Am I using my own words?

Yes, I have formulated my questions by first watching and reading
many many interviews of teachers and writers. I then thought
about exactly what I wanted to know, keeping in mind my Lines of
Inquiry and the SDGs I am focussing on and then framed the
questions in my own words.
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Resource Organizer
Inquiry into:
Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all
the details of each resource once you have discovered it.

Places

Where
Would you go to find
out? List two places

Internet

How would the
internet help you find
out more? List two
useful websites.

People

Who would you
interview? List two
people & include contact
details for them

Artworks

What artworks
have been created? They
could be sculptures,
symbols, painting, photos,
cartoons.
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Books/
Magazines
What would you read
to find out more? List
three publications.

Other

Locate another
resources that would
be useful in helping
you to discover more.

Specify by illustrating any 3.
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Brainstorm possible resources
Where can I go to answer our questions
about……………………………………….?
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask:
● Is this source credible?
● Is it believable?
● Should I trust it?
● Does it answer my questions?
What people can I interview and learn from?
Consider experts and people with experience

Persons/Entities I hope to engage:

● Mr. Douglas Misquita - Published Author of suspense thrillers such as Haunted,
Secret of the Scribe and Trigger Point
● Mrs. Isabel Santa Rita Vas – Professional Playwright, Mustard Seed Company
● Ms. Sneha Mendes - Scriptwriter/Screenwriter
● Mr. Vaibhav Chinchalkar – Hindi Poet & Teacher , Don Bosco School International
● Mrs. Nolettta Luis - Food Blogger
● Miss Amruta Kulkarni, Creative Writer & Educator, Udaan Foundation
● Mrs. Anantica Saher - Screenwriter
● Mrs Mona Seervai – Head of School – Mount Litera School International
● Ms Nadia Mendea – Teacher – Fazlani School International
● Mrs Janine Coelho – History Professor – St Andrews College
● Mrs Viviette D’Mello – Language & Remedial Teacher – Aseema
● Mrs Judy Jaisinghgani – Language Teacher – Assema
● Mrs Ancella D’Souza – Class Teacher – DR. Antonio Da Silva High School
● Jillian Jaisinghgani – 8th Grade – Arya Vidya Mandir School
● Ayushi Pandey – 9th Grade – Udaan Foundation
● Pragati Vishvakama –6th Grade – Udaan Foundation
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What print resources can I learn from?
Consider books, magazines, newspaper

Books I am reading during my Inquiry process:

●
●
●
●

Little Women by Louisa May Alcott
Diary of Anne Frank
Becoming by Michelle Obama
Fish in a Tree by Linda Mullaly Hunt

What digital sources can I learn from?
Consider eBooks, databases, specific websites, videos, articles &
apps/tools etc.

SDG Research:
https://www.un.org/en/about-un/ - About the Un
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal17 - For SDG goals Before and after this pandemic
https://kids.kiddle.co/Sustainable_Development_Goals - What are SDG’s?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDpIAcT3mqU&feature=emb_logo - Learning about UN SDG
1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YjL7PFSybY&feature=emb_logo - Learning about UN SDG
2
https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry

- Understanding SDG 3

https://www.sdgfund.org/goal-3-good-health-and-well-being SDG 3
https://www.who.int/sdg/targets/en/ - Targets of SDG 3
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Understanding the promotion of

https://sdg4education2030.org/the-goal - Agenda and Targetes
https://www.globalgoals.org/4-quality-education - About the SDG
https://www.unicef.org/sdgs/how-achieve-sdgs-for-with-children - What can Children do?
https://www.globalpartnership.org/results/education-data-highlights
CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS:
Form:

https://openoregon.pressbooks.pub/aboutwriting/chapter/types-of-writing-styles/

https://medium.com/swlh/7-essential-skills-for-writers-that-arent-writing-f6b3b7979864
Function:
https://public.district196.org/District/CurriculumAssessment/CurrLiteracy/WhyIsWritingImportant.pdf
https://nicholasconley.wordpress.com/2013/05/09/the-writers-role-in-society/
Causation
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/lifestyle/how-does-writing-affect.htm
Change
https://www.bl.uk/history-of-writing/articles/the-evolution-of-writing#
Connection
https://theeditorsblog.net/2011/01/30/creating-emotion-in-the-reader/
EXHIBITION RESEARCH:
Passion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmiBcHJpKR0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.lifehack.org/813311/live-your-passion
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Roles:
http://ismexhibitionproject2015.weebly.com/roles-in-theexhibition.html#:~:text=Role%20of%20teacher&text=initiate%2C%20facilitate%20and%20guide%20the,p
roceed%20with%20their%20chosen%20inquiry
https://www.ted.com/talks/abi_kitson_creative_writing_jan_2018
https://www.ted.com/talks/lisa_bu_how_books_can_open_your_mind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.ted.com/talks/shane_everitt_deciding_to_become_a_writer
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SORTING OUT AND GOING
FURTHER
What have I learnt so far?
DURING MY FIRST LINE OF INQUIRY
From my research I have learned all about the types/genres of Creative writing - I was surprised by the
categories that could be classified as Creative Writing.
From my bookstore interview I learned:
In the past, non fiction such as mythologies and biographies were very popular. However, now it is fiction
that is the most popular type/genre of books selling along with children’s books. Nowadays the way a book
is marketed, especially on social media decides how successfully it will sell.
From my global survey “My Favourite Genre of Book” I learned:
70% of women read recreationally as opposed to 22% of men, 76% enjoy fiction whereas 51% enjoy
creative non fiction, 60% of readers are inspired to write themselves.
DURING MY SECOND LINE OF INQUIRY
From the girl students I interviewed I learned:

●
●
●
●
●

..that each of the girl students thought education was very important
that each of these girls loved going to their respective schools
that each of these girls had a favourite subject and were inspired by a favourite teacher
that each of these girls were supported and encouraged by their families in their studies
that they had diverse and high reaching aspirations from cardiac surgeon to scientist to IT
Professional

DURING MY THIRD LINE OF INQUIRY
From my interviews with various and diverse Creative Writers I learned:
● All writers are readers with one stating that “Books are my best friends”.
● Education is considered very important to all writers with one saying “education, formal and
informal, have played a major role in creating and stoking the fire of love for the written word.”
● Writers are inspired by everything from nature, to their personal lives, - passions and intimate
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experiences to social causes that attract or rile them.
● from their work writers get a sense of peace, satisfaction, comfort, energy,motivation, inspiration
and EMPOWERMENT!
Says one: “ My work acts as a creative channel to me. Sometimes what I can’t say to people I can put
my thoughts and energy out of my body into the story so I don’t implode. Writing keeps me thinking and
learning It makes me feel like a creative person”
Says another::” I think writing helps me to look more closely at life, to ponder, to choose what I see as
vital at a particular moment, and rip it of what’s inconsequential, so that what I write is alive and
powerful and beautiful and true.”

●

I found that only the female writers wanted to send out a message in their work - be it female
causes, social issues or positivity.The male writers I spoke to were definitely interested in doing
so if and when the chance arose and felt that the female empowerment issues were important.
but universally , ALL WRITERS WANTED TO INFLUENCE THEIR READERS IN SOME WAY.

“Many of my central characters are women, perhaps most. In the play Who Sits Behind My Eyes I wrote
about the woman who studies and gains self-confidence beyond that of her male counterparts in the
social setting she is part of, that is the fishing community. And yes, in many of my plays, the power of
the woman is central.”

● A writer would stay true to his or her view point when putting out work EXCEPT if required
professionally by their employee that a particular work had to be more appealing to the audience.
Creative writers who wrote for their own pleasure did not do so.
“I won’t change my voice for anyone because that is not being true to myself.”
DURING MY FOURTH LINE OF INQUIRY

From my research I have learned that the history of literature starts all the way back to the Antiquity
Period to the Medieval, Renaissance, Reformation and Modern Age periods. It was wonderful to learn.
I have also learned how past and present literature - be it prose, poetry or drama has changed over the
years.
I have learned how my own writings have evolved as I have grown - sometimes slowly and sometimes in
leaps and bounds.
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The best ways to explain my understanding

I think the best way to explain my understanding would be through:
FIRST LINE OF INQUIRY
● Bar Graphs
● Venn Diagrams
SECOND LINE OF INQUIRY
● Visual Thinking Routines such as
- “I See, I Wonder, I Think”
- “Know, What, Learn”
THIRD LINE OF INQUIRY
● Visual Thinking Routines such as
- Timeline
- Compare and Contrast

What do I still need to find out?

I wanted to find out if my writing can influence or impact my readers in the way I intend it to - I
created a Blog - “Izarra’s Thoughts” with several pieces of my own work and am gathering comments as
the readers post comments.
I have got a positive response to Presentations I have made to my peers “Autobiography” and “Persuasive
Writing in Advertisement”.
A worksheet I created was used by Grade 4 students in Aseema, Bandra and proved to be useful to the
students.
I still need to find out how my Presentations “Genres of Creative Writing” and “How to Write the Perfect
Essay” and an original story of my own “Tiya’s Troubles” will be received by my audience.
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ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF
MY UNDERSTANDING
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Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn
Diagrams etc.)
Line of Inquiry 1
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REAL LIFE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE
In the course of my INQUIRY CYCLE - SECOND LINE OF INQUIRY I had the opportunity to speak with
educators teaching in and students studying in the schools run by UDAAN FOUNDATION, INDIA and ASEEMA
and I learned a lot about girls whose REALITY is facing the issue of GENDER INEQUALITY:
PRAGATI and AYUSHI are girls studying in 6th Grade and 9th Grade respectively in the school run by Udaan
Foundation, India through phones presumably belonging to a family member and with the facilitation of their
teacher (Ms Kulkarni), They are both working hard to complete their education in spite of UNDERPRIVILEGED
BACKGROUNDS and struggling family situations. With the support of their teachers and families these two
girls have BIG ASPIRATIONS to become a scientist and IT professional. I hope that their families CONTINUE
to support them and they get all the aid- financial and emotional - they need to complete their higher
education as well achieve their dreams.
I spoke to two educators (Mrs Jaisinghani and Mrs D’Mello) teaching at Aseema, Bandra. At this NGO run
school they educate and support students and their families belonging to the MARGINALISED SECTION of
society who are finding it difficult to make ends meet. After the 8th grade the girls are told they have to
STOP STUDYING. The parents have to be convinced that it is good for the girls to continue in school and
it will uplift their families if the daughters are able to earn a living by themselves.
There is a girl called ANCHAL who attends 6th Grade in Aseema, Bandra. She is a shy, quiet girl who loves
to learn, read and write essays. Even though English is not her first language and they do not speak it at
home at all, Anchal’s WRITING is of a very high standard and Mrs. Jaisinghani has great hopes of her
writing in her professional life, IF she continues to be allowed to study.
Mrs D’Mello has been working as a remedial teacher at Aseema for the past 13 years and shared her
experience of how almost all of her students are the first in their families to attend school and how the
parents STRUGGLE to send them to get an education so that the children will have opportunities they
never had. For these students coming to school everyday means OVERCOMING OBSTACLES and a difficult
home environment. But they do it and that in itself makes the teacher's job worthwhile. During the
lockdown and current pandemic situation, parents try to make sure the students have access to a phone
- not even necessarily one belonging to the family , just so the children can attend virtual classes - it is
both a sad and wonderful thing to see.
Mrs. D’mello shared a story of a naughty little girl called LAKSHMI who attended school some years ago and
who, whilst very intelligent, was always upto pranks and mischief and paid very little heed to her studies.
She finished school and lost touch. Many years later Laksmi came to meet Mrs D’Mello and when asked if
she was married now - Laksmi with a big smile on her face said NO!! I'm studying for my LLB and am
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going to become a VAKIL!! Mrs D’Mello says SUCCESS STORIES LIKE THESE, ESPECIALLY OF THE GIRLS
MAKES A TEACHERS JOB WORTH EVERYDAY.

I had the opportunity to speak with Mrs Seervai, our Head of School and she shared the most touching
story of a girl she taught many many years ago, TULSI, in JB Petit School. Tulsi was a mischievous girl
who couldn't keep still and was always running here and there. She only attended JB Petit because the
principal allowed her to wear shorts as a small child - Tulsi refused to wear anything else. Mrs Seervai
taught her in the 7th Grade and here Tulsi got interested in social studies and the cultures of ancient
civilisations so she did well. Eventually she passed out of school and even attended college. Years later Mrs
Seervai received a call saying Tulsi was in hospital being treated for cancer and went to visit her. The first
thing she hears is Tulsi from her hospital bed loudly instructing all those around her - ever an indomitable
spirit! After her cancer treatment Tulsi set her goal to climbing Mount Everest Base Camp - in spite of
the chemotherapy and radiation she trained for one year and DID IT!! She now speaks to other cancer
patients and survivors - an example of SHEER WILL AND DETERMINATION!!
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REFLECTING AND TAKING
ACTION
The most striking feature of my learning

Act
Action
What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas
do I understand better now?
Over my Exhibition Process I have developed:
1. my RESEARCH SKILLS as I did extensive research on the different types/genres of creative writing and
the history of literature.
2. my COMMUNICATION SKILLS specifically interviewing skills as I have interacted with fourteen different
people during my Inquiry Cycle, from published writers, bloggers, poets, playwrights, teachers, college professors
and students like myself who are also interested in creative writing; and whilst making presentations to my
classmates as part of my Action component
3. my ORGANIZATIONAL AND DATA HANDLING SKILLS as I created surveys, graphic organizers and visual
thinking routines to present my findings
4. my CREATIVE WRITING SKILLS in the creation of my Blog - Izarra’s Thoughts and all the pieces of
writingI put together for it.
IT IS NOW CONFIRMED TO ME THAT WRITING CAN BE A PRIMARY MODE OF SELF EXPRESSION AND CAN
GIVE A SENSE OF EMPOWERMENT TO THE WRITER. IF A WRITER CHOOSES TO DO SO HE OR HER CAN
HAVE A TREMENDOUS INFLUENCE ON HIS OR HER READER BY STAYING TRUE TO A PERSONAL VIEW
POINT AND INCORPORATING THAT INTO CREATIVE WRITING IN A WAY SO THAT IT HAS A POSITIVE IMPACT ON
THE READER
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What are all the ways I could put that learning into action?
I can put my learning into action
After my First Line of Inquiry - Types.Genres of Creative Writing - by presenting my research and the
results of my survey to my classmates and peers. I could also donate books - fictional and English language
Study books - to the underprivileged students.
After my Second Line of Inquiry - Significance of Creative Writing - by teaching a creative writing class
After my Third Line of Inquiry - Influence of Creative Writing - by presenting or publishing my own original
creative writing pieces and measuring how much impact and what message they have on my readers
After my Fourth Line of Inquiry - History of Literature - by presenting or publishing my research

What idea will I choose to act on?

I am choosing to act on all of the above ideas
After my First Line of Inquiry - A Presentation :Types/genres of Writing” to my classmates and peers and
a donation of books to Udaan Foundation and Aseema
After my Second Line of Inquiry - a class on “Autobiography”, a class on “Persuasive Writing in Advertisement”,
a class on Basic English to junior remedial students and a class on “How to Write the Perfect Essay”
After my Third Line of Inquiry -Presentation of an iMovie made out of an original essay highlighting the issue
of gender inequality in education called “Tiya’s Troubles” and publication of several pieces of my own in my
new Blog “Izarra’s Thoughts”
After my Fourth Line of Inquiry - History of Literature - publication of a Report on the History of
Literature which will include a comparison of past and present writings and showcase the evolution of my
own writing skills.
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What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action?

I will need
1. To create my presentations using my ICT skills and various apps like Loom etc
2. to prepare my worksheets
3. to create my Blog
4. to make my imovie
5. to make arrangements with my contact points at Udaan Foundation and Aseema to arrange to have
the books delivered

What are the next steps that I could do in future to take this action
further?

In the future I can
1. continue posting on my Blog Izarra’s Thoughts - pieces that entertain but also raise awareness
and empathy for the issue of gender inequality
2. continue to prepare worksheets for theEnglish Language classes in the schools for the
underprivileged
3. continue to donate books and writing material to schools for the underprivileged

Share the exhibition

How will we share our learning? What do we need to do to get
ready?
I would like to exhibit an original Poem called “What If” that is about gender disparity, my iMOvie on “Tiya’s
Troubles” and a collage recording of all the wonderful people I met during my Exhibition Process.
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Action
Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action?

Action
Doing: Done
something? Given?
Helped? Turned off?

Thinking: Thought
differently?
Changed your mind?
Wondered Inquired?

Feeling: Have you
empathized? Have
you felt differently?

Having: Do you have
more of something?
More respect? More
determination?

Saying: Have you
said something?
Informed someone?
Informed?
Discussed?
Debated?

Being: Have you
been a different
person? Changed
behavior? Been
more respectful?
Been more patient?
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Exhibition Product List
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 1
01/08/2020 08/08/2020

Objective

Learning Engagement

To be able to understand
the SDGs and apply this
empathy in our real life

Understanding the SDG’s

To be able to listen
carefully and absorb
relevant information

Severn Suzuki Speech
understanding

Learning Outcome

Quick review of all 17
SDG Goals

04/08/2020

04/08/2020

Understanding and
reflecting on the speech
by Servern Suzuki

Week 2
08/08/2020 15/08/2020

To be able to understand
the SDGs and apply this
empathy in our real life

Understanding the SDG’s

Understanding the SDG’s

10/08/2020

To be able to understand
the SDGs and apply this
empathy in our real life

Week 3
15/08/2020 22/08/2020

To be able to listen carefully Guest Speakers
and absorb relevant
information

Understanding the 1st
SDG Goal

10/08/2020
Understanding 2nd SDG
Goal

16/08/2020
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Mr. Asif Shabaskar
talking about global
warming

18/08/2020

To be able to understand
the SDGs and apply this
empathy in our real life

Understanding the SDG’s

Understanding the 3rd
and 4th SDG Goal – HLA
Task

Date

8/09/2020

Objective

Learning Engagement

To formulate questions in
the form of a graphic
organizer.

Conceptual Question Image

Learning Outcome

Screenshot of Ms.
Bushra’s Key conceptual
Graphic organizer

9/09/2020

Week 7
12/09/2020 19/09/2020
17/09/2020
17/09/2020

To be able to narrow to
down my two topics

To be able to create a
graphic organizer
showcasing a rough plan
of how my SDG will be
linked
To be able to understand
what our passion should
be like and how to choose
it.

My Passion Project

Narrowing down to my
2 topics for research

Planing

My plan through a
graphic organizer

Passion
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PPT on what is Passion

Week 8
19/09/2020 26/09/2020

Recourse

MLSI Mission & IB Mission

Promise

Statement

26/09/2020
26/09/2020

Week 9
26/09/2020 03/10/2020

Recourse

To start the inquiry

MLSI Vision

Goals

ATL

PYP Information

KEY CONCEPTS

PYP Information

27/09/2020
27/09/2020

27/09/2020

Which will help us with our
lines of inquiry

To start the inquiry

TRANSDISCIPLINARY

PYP Information

THEMES

27/09/2020

What we think we can
display throughout our
journey

IB LEARNER PROFILES

PYP Information

27/09/2020

What type of action can
we as individuals take

ACTION

PYP Information
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27/09/2020

02/10/2020

The SDGs to choose from

To be able to formulate
questions related to each
concept

SDG

PYP Information

Conceptual Questions

Make a set of questions
under each key concept.
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 10
03/10/2020
- 10/10/2020

Objective

Learning Engagement

To be able to

Roles in my Exhibition

PPT on the roles of

understand the role

Process

Parents, Teachers,

our parents, teachers
05/10/2020

Learning Outcome

Students and Mentor

and ourselves have to
play during the
exhibition process

06/10/2020

Week 11
10/10/2020 17/10/2020

Organization of the
exhibition process

EXHIBITION - INDEX

To be able to create a
plan for ourselves

My PEAS for creative

Purpose, End product,

writing

Action Component and

Tasks at my fingertips

SDG Goal
11/10/2020
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 12
17/10/2020 24/10/2020

Objective

To be able to set goals for
ourselves

Learning Engagement

Learning Outcome

Essential Agreements

Write on the padlet

Padlet

promises of behaviour

22 /10/2020

Week 13
24/10/2020 31/10/2020

To be able to watch videos
related to our topic and
thereafter reflect using a
graphic organizer,

Watch 5 videos connected to
your topic and read 5 books
also connected to your topic.
Further make 5 graphic
organizers for each video and
5 book reviews for each book.
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Video graphic organizers

WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 14
28/11/2020 05/12/2020

Objective

Learning Engagement

To be able to create a
list of people we would
like to interview

Guest speaker list

can call as guest
speakers and
interviewees.
To be able to identify
and reflect on behaviour
and actions

PARA GOALS

As chosen SDG Goal
further write the
goal in your own

8/12/2020

12/12/2020

Make a list of
reference people we

3/12/2020
Week 15
05/12/2020 12/12/2020

Learning Outcome

words.
To be able to identify
and reflect on behaviour
and actions

Learner Profile/Skills

Reflect on where you

Reflection

can or where you
have used these skills
and learner profiles.
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 17
16/01/2021 23/01/2021
19/01/2021

Objective

Learning Engagement

To investigate and
research the
different Genres of
Creative Writing

Learning Outcome

Book Review of Little

Write a book review

Woman

on books related to
your topic –
Independence of
Education

20/01/2021

To investigate and
research the
different Genres of
Creative Writing

Book Review of Diary of

Write a book review

Anne Frank

on books related to
your topic –
Expressing through
diary writing

21/01/2021

To investigate and
research the
different Genres
of Creative Writing

Book Review of Becoming
Book Review of Fish in a
tree
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Write a book review
on books related to
your topic –
Education = Success

WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 18
23/01/2021 3o/01/2021

Objective

Learning Engagement

Learning Outcome

To start my inquiry cycle

Formulating my Central Idea

Make a bigger statement
keeping in mind the
checklist given – A much
bigger space for inquiry

To start my inquiry cycle

THEME, CENTRAL IDEA AND
LINES OF INQUIRY

Framing statements for
the questions for more
inquiry – maximum 4
Read each theme
descriptor and choose
which matches the most
with your topic and
purpose

29/01/2021

29/01/2021

Start my Process Journal

Week 19
30/01/2021 06/02/2021
Week 20
06/02/2021 13/02/2021

To start my inquiry cycle

Line of Inquiry -Document

Constructing my LOIs,

1

Objectives and Learning
Engagements

09/02/2021
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 21
13/02/2021 20/02/2021

Objective

To start my inquiry cycle

Learning Engagement

Line of Inquiry – Document

Explaining the Inquiry

2

Cycle and detailing my
own Inquiry Cycle LOIs, Objectives and

16/02/2021

20/02/2021

Week 21
20/02/2021 27/02/2021
22/02/2021

Learning Outcome

Learning Engagements
Made an appointment with the
To
understand
the owners of Happy Book Stall
importance of writing to to interview them. Prepared
the society as a whole
Interview Questions.

Finding out the importance
of writing

Made an appointment with
To
understand
the Sneha Mendes - Script &
importance of writing to Screen Writer for an
the society as a whole
interview. Prepared interview
questions.

Finding out the importance
of writing
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 22
27/02/2021 06/03/2021

Objective

Learning Engagement

Spoke to Mamta Rangan,
To
understand
the Founder, Udaan Foundation,
importance of writing to India regarding interacting with
the society as a whole
teachers and students

Learning Outcome

Finding out the importance
of education

28/02/2021

01/03/2021

Interview with Sneha Mendes To
understand
the Script & Screenwriter
importance of writing to
the society as a whole

Finding out the
influence and impact
writer wish to have on
their readers

02/03/2021

0/.03/2021

06/03/2021

Spoke to Sushree Mishra,
To
understand
the Director, Udaan Foundation,
importance of writing to India
the society as a whole

Finding out the importance
of education

To find out which genre
of book is preferred by
which category of the
reading population

Finding out which genre of
book is preferred by which
category of the reading
population

Interview with K Jerajani,
owner of happy Book Stall
interacting with teachers and
students

To
understand
the Prepared Interview Questions
importance of writing to for Creative Writers,
the society as a whole
Students and Educators.
Sent these along with a
Brief on my Project to
contact points in Udaan and
Aseema
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Finding out the importance
of education

WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Week 23
06/03/2021 13/03/2021

Objective

Learning Engagement

Attended a Global Live
To
understand
the Session with Malala Yousafzai
importance of writing to
the society as a whole

Learning Outcome

Finding out the importance of
education

04/03/2021

06/03/2021

09/03/2021

09/03/2021

Made an appointment with
To
understand
the Douglas Misquita for an
importance of writing to interview. Sent him the
the society as a whole
interview questions.
Interview with Judy
To
understand
the Jaisinghani, Educator with
importance of language to Aseema
the society as a whole

To understand the
significance of writing as
a product of Quality
Education

Interview with Jillian
Jaisinghani, Student

Finding out the influence and
impact writer wish to have on
their readers

Finding out the importance of
Language as a part of Quality
Education

Finding out how Students who
write as a hobby or
extracurricular activity – with
the emphasis on girl students
feel empowered through
writing.

11/03.2021

Made appointments with
Viviette Dmello. Educator,
Ancella D’Souza,
Educator,Noletta Luis, Blogger,
Janine Coelho, Professor and
Isabel Santa Rita Vaz,
Playwright for interviews.
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Finding out the importance of
Language as a part of Quality
Education

To
understand
the Sent them all the interview
importance of language to questions
the society as a whole
Sent out a Survey on
To investigate into which Favourite Genre of Book
Genres of Creative Writing
are preferred by which

Finding out which Genres of
Creative Writing are preferred by
which

Interview with Ancella
D’Souza, Educator, Dr

12/03/2021

Antonio Da Silva High School,
Professor, St Andrews
College
To find out the
influence and impact
of my own writing
on my peers
To
understand
the
importance of language
to the society as a whole

13/03/2021

To
understand
the
importance of writing to
the society as a whole
To investigate and
research the different
Genres of Creative
Writing

SET UP MY BLOG
“IZARRA’S THOUGHTS”
Interview with Janine Coelho,
Professor, St Andrews
College

finding out the influence and
impact of my own writing on
my peers
Finding out the importance of
Language as a part of Quality
Education
Finding out the influence and

Interview with Noletta Luis

impact writer wish to have on

Blogger

their readers

Started my research paper

Finding out the different

on Types/Genres of Books

genres of creative writing
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Made an appointment with

Week 24
13/2021 20/03/2021
14/03/2021

To
understand
the Ms Mona Seervai for an
importance of writing to interview
the society as a whole

Finding out the importance of
Language as a part of Quality
Education

Interview with Isabel Santa
Rita Vaz, Playwright
To find out which genre
of book is preferred by
which category of the
reading population

Collected and handled data
from my Survey into bar
graphs
Created my Bookstore
Interview VTR

To understand the

Interview with Viviette

Finding out the importance of

D’Mello, Educator, Aseema

Language as a part of Quality

importance of
15/03/2021

Language as a part of
Quality Education
To find out the skills
needed to write creatively

Finding Out the skills needed by a

Started my research paper

good creative writer

on skills needed to be a
writer

Interview with Mr. Vaibhav

16/03/2021

Education

Finding out the influence and impact

Chinchalkar – Hindi Poet &

writer wish to have on their readers

Teacher , Don Bosco School

Finding out the importance of

To understand how writers International
wish to influence and
impact their readers, if at Interview with Miss Amruta
all.
Kulkarni, Creative Writer &
Educator, Udaan Foundation
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Language as a part of Quality
Education

To find out the impact of
17/03/2021

my own writing on my
peers

Prepared and shared a

To find out the impact of
my own writing on my
peers

22/03/2021

writing on my peers

remedial class in Aseema

Finding out the influence and impact
writer wish to have on their readers

Finding out the impact of

20/03/2021

To understand the
importance of Language
as a part of Quality
Education

my own

worksheet with a4th

To understand how writers
Interview with Douglas
wish to influence and
impact their readers, if at Misquita, Published Author
all.

Week 25
20/2021 27/03/2021

Finding out the impact of

Sent out my Blog

my own

writing on my peers

Interview with Ms Mona

Finding out the importance of

Seervai, Head of School, MLSI

Language as a part of Quality

Made an appointment with
Ms Nadine Mendes for an
interview
Prepared my Formative
Assessment 1 Presentation
“Types/genres of Creative

Education
Finding out the Genres of Creative
Writing, Reading Books of different
genres could be one of the possible
ways. Then further comparing them
though a venn diagram. To get a better
understanding.

Writing”

23/03/2021

To understand the significance
of writing as a product of
Quality Education

Interviews with Prgati and
Ayushi, Students, Udaan
Foundation, India

Finding out how Students who write
as a hobby or extracurricular
activity – with the emphasis on girl
students feel empowered through
writing.
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24/03/2021

25/03/2021

To understand the significance
of writing as a product of
Quality Education

Completed most of my
Interview VTRs

To
understand
the Interview with Ms Nadia
importance of writing to Mendes, Educator, Fazlani
the society as a whole
International

Completed my Process
27/03/2021

Journal
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Sorting out and creating a suitable
Visual Thinking Routine to present
my findings

Finding out the importance of
Language as a part of Quality
Education

VOCABULARY
Word

Meaning

sustainable

That can continue or be continued for a long time. Involving the use of
natural products and energy in a way that does not harm the environment.

gender inequality

The social process by which men and women are not treated as equals. The
treatment may arise from distinctions regarding biology, psychology, or
cultural norms.

gender disparity

The unequal treatment or perception of individuals based on their gender.

gross national product

The total value of goods produced and services provided by a country during
one year, equal to the gross domestic product plus the net income from
foreign investments.

socioeconomic

The social science that studies how economic activity affects and is shaped
by social processes. In general it analyzes how modern societies progress,
stagnate, or regress because of their local or regional economy, or the global
economy.

literary trope

The use of figurative language, via word, phrase or an image, for artistic
effect such as using a figure of speech. The word trope has also come to
be used for describing commonly recurring literary and rhetorical devices,
motifs or clichés in creative works.
A unique combination of vision, creativity, intuition, and collaboration balanced
with craft, technique, accountability, discipline, and use of time and resources.

artistic process
synecdoche

A figure of speech in which a part is made to represent the whole or vice
versa, as in England lost by six wickets (meaning ‘ the English cricket team’).

villanelles

A pastoral or lyrical poem of nineteen lines, with only two rhymes throughout,
and some lines repeated.
A narrative in which a character, place, or event is used to deliver a broader
message about real-world issues and occurrences.

allegory
echelons
marginalised

A level or rank in an organization, a profession, or society.
Those excluded from mainstream social, economic, educational, and/or cultural
life.
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE
VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT

Gender
Inequalit
y

Gender
Dispari
ty

Em Fema
l
po
we e
r
t men

Word Splash

Literary
Tropes

Influenc
e

Evolu

tion

Gender Inequality and Gender Disparity still exists in our modern indian society and has been
there for centuries. Female empowerment is possible in situations like this with the help of
creative writing that has evolved over time. And is an impact of quality education that can
influence our feelings, thoughts and opinions.
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MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE:

EXHIBITION PERSONAL WEBSITE

EXHIBITION MAIN DAY SLIDES
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‘IZARRA’S THOUGHTS’ BLOG on Blogspot.com

VIDEO COLLAGE
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PHOTO GALLERY
● The following pages are for you to record what you
do throughout the exhibition.
● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing,
stickers and items from your exhibition process or
any other interesting memorabilia.

MS.

MICHAELA

PAIS
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PHOTO GALLERY
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Self Assessment
Approaches to Learning
THINKING SKILLS:
Critical-thinking skills

✓

Creative-thinking skills

✓

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Transfer skills
Reflection/ metacognitive skills

✓

SOCIAL SKILLS:
Developing positive interpersonal relationship and
collaboration skills
Developing social-emotional intelligence

✓
✓

COMMUNICATION SKILLS:
Exchanging-information skills
Literacy skills
ICT skills

✓
✓
✓

SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS:
Organization skills
States of mind

✓
✓

RESEARCH SKILLS:
Information-literacy skills
Media-literacy skills
Ethical use of media/information

✓
✓
✓
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SELF-ASSESSMENT IB
LEARNER PROFILE
Am I an Inquirer?

I am not curious
so I do not ask
any questions.

I sometimes ask
questions but
they do not
always have to do
with what I am
studying.

I ask questions that
help me to learn
more about the
topic I am working
on. I enjoy learning
new things.

I carefully think
about how I should
form a question to
receive an
informative answer.
I want to learn
about lots of
things.

Am I Knowledgeable?

I know a few
things that
interest me.

I have some
knowledge of the
things that
interest me, but I
believe there are
more things I could
learn.

I know quite a few
things. I enjoy
different subjects
and I am eager to
learn.

Am I a thinker?

When I do not
know what I
should do, I always
ask the teacher
right away.

I usually try to
find a solution to
a problem on my
own. I ask the
teacher to make
sure I have the
right answer to
the problem.

I try to solve
problems on my
own. I can make
decisions.

I have a good
knowledge of many
things. I am
interested in a
wide range of
subjects and I
cannot wait to
find out more
about them.
I always think
carefully about
what I have to do
to solve a task. I
look for different
solutions and make
suggestions.

Am I a Communicator?

I find it difficult
to explain what I
mean, when I talk.

I try to talk to
When I talk others
people, I
understand what I
sometimes use the mean.
wrong words.
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I can follow
instructions and
understand
descriptions
without difficulty.

Am I Principled?

I often have
arguments with my
friends. Adults at
school often have to
remind me the rules

I know how I should
behave and what the
school rules are, but
sometimes I have to
be reminded.

I behave in an
appropriate manner
during both lessons
and breaks. I rarely
have disagreements
with my friends.

I always try to do
the right things, even
when there are no
adults watching me.

Am I Open-Minded

Everyone should
agree with me and do
as I say.

I know that not
everyone thinks the
same way as I do.

I understand that
people think and believe
in different things. I do
not think that people
are wrong because
they do not agree with
me.

I am interested in
trying to understand
how someone, whose
opinion differs from
mine, thinks.

A I Caring?

I expect others to
help me.

I help others when
asked.

I try to be considerate
of others and help my
friends. I try to make
others happy.

I think it is important
that everyone feels
good. I care about
others and always try
to help them.

Am I a Risk- Taker?

I do not like to do
things I have not
tried before.

Sometimes I try a
new experience or
activity, but I usually
want a friend to try
it before I do.

I enjoy trying new
experiences and
activities. I think of
ways to change things
and make them
different and new.

I love trying new
experiences. They
challenge me. I have
the courage to defend
my opinions when
they differ from my
friends.

Am I Balanced?

I only want to do
the things I like.

I understand that I
have to do different
things at school, but
I would rather only
do the things I like.

I like doing different
things at school. It
makes me feel good. I
think that learning
different things makes
me grow as a person.

I have many interests
and I am completely
focused. I try to vary
my activities and do
different things.
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HEAD, HAND & HEART
REFLECTION
I thought about the issue of “gender equality” - SDG
5 and how so many girls around the world and right
here in Mumbai are not given the opportunities that
I have, for whatever reasons. I learned that this
problem can be solved by changing the way of thinking
of the parents and the girls themselves. I learned
that my writing is a great way of spreading
awareness about this issue and inspiring other girls
to pick up their pens too!000
I also learned something about myself - how much
more expressive I am in my written words and how
empowered I feel when my writing is appreciated.
The most helpful thing I did when carrying out my
Inquiry Cycle was interacting with the students,
educators and writers - this gave me first hand,
experiences, answers and advice as well as real life
stories. A book or online research would not have done
this.

The whole Exhibition process has been inspiring,
insightful and incredible. I felt I have worked to the
best of my abilities and challenged myself to push my
limits - in my research or my interactions. I've made
so many friends along the way and received so much
encouragement and advice. I am very happy with the
whole process and end result and also a little sad
that Exhibition is concluding.
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POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME
AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA
LOI 1
A. To investigate and research the different Genres of Creative Writing
B. To find out the skills needed to write creatively
C. To investigate into which Genres of Creative Writing are preferred by which category of the
reading population.
LOI 2
A. To understand the significance of writing
B. To understand the significance creative writing has to the writers themselves
C. To understand the importance of writing to the society as a whole
LOI 3
A. To understand how writers wish to influence and impact their readers, if at all
B. To find out the influence and impact of my own writing on my peers
LOI 4
A. To find out how Literature has evolved through the ages
B. To gauge how my own writing has evolved

I will assess my learning in the following ways:

Formative Assessment:
Formative Assessment 1: Genres of Creative Writing
(1) Prepare a Presentation based on LOI 1
(2)Present to a Class
Strategy: Open Ended Task
Tool: Rubric
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Formative Assessment 2 & 3 : Significance and Influence of Creative Writing

(1)
(2)

Research on Essay Writing
Write a Suitable Essay of my own

(3)

Prepare a Presentation

(4)

Present to a class

Strategy: Process Focused
Tool: Checklist

Formative Assessment 4 : Evolution of Literature
1) Research on the Evolution of Literature (By reading books, articles, magazines, online etc
2) Publish a Report based on it
Strategy: Open Ended Task
Tool: Continuum
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Parents:
We are extremely proud of the way Izarra has conducted herself throughout the Exhibition process.
As is her personality, she was Caring when she decided to focus on this issue of “gender equality” and we
always knew that the issue she chose would be one that displayed her primary quality of being kind.She has
been a Thinker and used her organizing skills to plan the entire process with the help of her mentors.
She then embarked on her Inquiry Cycle in a Principled, Balanced and determined fashion - adhering to a strict
code of conduct, never letting her other school work be ignored and working very long hours to make sure
her work was of a high quality.
Izarra has been a great Communicator whilst interacting with a number of people across age groups and
professions and we have universally received wonderful feedback. Remarks such as “true heart”, “wise beyond
her years”, impeccable” “prim and proper” are compliments to her but have made us so very happy! Her Head
of School made such a personal connect to Izarra, praised Izarra’s organized manner and told her she must
continue down the path she is on; a college professor was so drawn to her that she invited Izarra to share
in her personal collection of books; a teacher from an NGO compared Izarra to herself when it came to
expression through writing. Universally our daughter was told that her project was admirable and her
interviewing technique was enjoyable.
When it came to her Blog- Izarra’s Thoughts=- we have received personal phone calls just to tell us how
touched people were reading what Izarra had to write. There were compliments of amazement and admiration
that a 10 year old was so mature as to focus on this issue and write in such a self aware manner.
Izarra has been Knowledgeable and Reflective whilst sorting and presenting her work and has used all the
skills attained in all her classes.
Overall this has been a remarkable year for our daughter - she has brought her “A game” - working diligently,
diversifying her skills and managing to be a balanced 5th grader and we couldn't be happier or prouder
parents!!
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Home Room Teacher: Ms.Michaela
Dear Izarra, the topic chosen by you as a 10 year old is simply amazing. I admire your thinking, research,
organisational and communication skills. You have come a long way in this process and learnt and grown in
this inquiry journey. Your hardwork has paid off and I feel very proud of all the efforts and dedication you
have shown in this process.

Mentor: Ms Michaela and Ms Jinal
Izarra was consistently ready to learn, demonstrating curiosity, independence and confidence throughout all
of our daily activities during the entire exhibition process. She had a positive attitude and displayed
perseverance when faced with challenging tasks. Izarra used the exhibition time wisely and sought help
whenever required and willingly provided support to her peers. She was responsible, considerate and cooperated
well with her classmates throughout the entire exhibition process. Izarra has embraced her exhibition process
with enthusiasm, fully involving herself in the opportunities that have been available to her.

Peer:

Dwij

Izarra has planned well and done her work nicely She was never behind in her work - in fact was

always

ahead of us and helped us with our work too. She used the Learner Profiles - Thinker, Communicator, Open
minded and Knowledgeable. She has finished all work in time and connected with her topic and SDG goal. Very
nicely done!
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Self:
The entire Exhibition process has challenged me on every level -like a game of snakes and ladders - I’ve been
highly pleased and motivated and completely dejected and every emotion in between. From being knowledgeable,
a thinker, an inquirer, a risk taker, a communicator - I've tried to be each IB Learner. In order to tackle
this entire process I had to step up my organizational game. I've found myself caring for issues I did not
think about too much just a year ago. I've found new friends I never thought I would a year ago. I started
this journey with determination and I hope that I've come to the end of it as a more empathetic and caring
human being.

GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.
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